
 

Family-friendly summer camp with Action Reconciliation Service for 

Peace 

ARSP invites participants to a family-friendly summer camp in Brest (Belarus). Under 

the guidance of two volunteer team leaders, the family-friendly summer camp will be like 

a ‘normal’ summer camp project: living together, working together and spending time 

with each other. In contrast to other summer camps, it aims to attract 

volunteers also with children to work for and with ARSP. 

Who can participate? 

There is no defined minimum or maximum age of the children. The term ‘family’ we 

apply to single parents, godparents or grandparents … who wish to participate. In other 

words - relationship or generations play no roll in participation. It is yet very important 

to know that the duty of supervision for the accompanying children lies with their 

adult companion. 

In the summer camp, we make sure to have the most family-friendly structure as 

possible: The accommodation in the hostel provides separate rooms for the participants 

and there is also a fully equipped kitchen. Brest itself is not a hectic big city but many 

interesting spots can be reached by walking.   

We aim to involve the participating children in the processes of the summer camp 

as much as possible: the practical activities in Brest include creative free time activities 

and simple cleaning work. According to the abilities of the young participants, they are 

warmly welcome to join.  

Even though there will be no separate child care, it does not mean that shared care 

arrangements cannot be made during the content-related or physical work phase of the 

summer camp. 

Costs und Insurance 

For ‘of age’ participants at the family-friendly summer camp, the regulations apply 

according to the general participation scheme: https://www.asf-ev.de/english/summer-

camps/costs/ For children and teenagers, there is a graduation of 90% of the adult 

contribution. Participants cover their travel costs just as in the majority of summer 

camps. We ask the participants with children to make sure to provide an adequate 

liability, health and accident insurance for their children. 

A warm welcome! 

The family-friendly summer camp is aimed at participants with and without 

children who are interested in the topics of Action Reconciliation Service for 

Peace and can imagine taking part in the adventure of such a colourful 

project. We look forward to you application! 
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